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Editor in Chief ’s Note

© Speculate This Literary Magazine

D. Sohi

Dear Readers,

Thank you for getting your hands on this copy of our Love & Relationships-themed issue! 

Issue 3 was set to be centred on imagining the future, however, the theme would attract darker tales and illustrations. 
A series of concerning events in the world made us feel like a lighter theme was needed so we thought: what else could 
soften us up than some romance? In some cases, romance gets sidelined in epic adventures. We wanted it to be at the 
forefront. So snuggle up in a blanket with a drink of choice and enjoy the fuzzy feeling when you read on. 

Conducting polls on Twitter asking users which couples they preferred stirred some nostalgia. This nostalgia led to me 
exploring the humorous side of these couples (and Adobe Illustrator for the first time). Hopefully, the treat at the back 
of this issue will entertain you! Alternatively, you’ll question our sense of humour at Speculate This, but we’ll take it. 
Speculate This was supposed to be a happy/strange distraction for everyone, and we hope it remains so. 

The team have been thinking a lot about our progress from when we published Issue 1 to how we’ve put together this 
issue. While we’ve accumulated a set of valued regular contributors, we’ve also had the pleasure of discovering fresh 
talent. They’re all appreciated equally: without them, our issues are just blank pages with titles. This is also true for our 
editors! Special thanks go out to them for juggling their personal lives with this magazine - it certainly hasn’t been easy 
at the start of 2021. Another round of appreciation to those who contributed their art, stepping in when we needed 
them. 

Let’s hope good things blossom out of the rest of the year.

All the best,
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Butterflies
Lauren Dark

I have all this love with no where to go.  
I grip my sides and clench my thighs  
and hope this love will mellow.  
But as I sleep, out they creep,  
winged whispers of a hopeful tomorrow.  

They flutter with the thought of us. 
And safe inside, they multiply,  
they dream of you and thrive on lust. 
But once outside, and once burnt out,  
they simply drop to dust. 

They spiral and sink and fall like rain. 
Desperate to find you and bask in your hue  
but just collapse in pain. 
I grasp and I grab and I try to catch  
the love I can’t contain. 

And when I see you finally, 
I thrive on the sight of your butterflies,  
knowing your love was just for me! 
I lose control and just explode  
as all of my butterflies flee from me. 

But excitement slowly turns to grief. 
Your butterflies seem lost,  
they can’t seem to find their way back to me... 
As I watch them swarm and adorn her,  
I look on in disbelief.  

I am left as a shell, it’s unbearable.  
Forcibly frozen in the moment,  
I hopelessly watch my butterflies fall. 
They hit me like hail but I am too frail,  
I’m barely a person at all. 

But some of mine fly back to me. 
They aim straight for my chest,  
settle in for a rest, and finally I see. 
These butterflies were always mine,  
and now, I’m truly free. 
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Star-Crossed Rovers
Jason de Koff

The dwarf star that passed the escape pod’s window
was red,
against a phantom space background
of blue.

The rumble of thrusters,
the beating heart
preserving their own
across the bleak vacuum of night.

Where the losses of millions 
were sadly remembered
with the surrounding bright twinkles
that left bread crumbs of life in their wake.

And glowing dials cast cold shadows
upon pensive faces 
searching amidst stars
the warmth of a hearth called home.
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Science Fiction

Aleca Haeger
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Bluebeard
Karlien van der Wielen

There’s a door in his mind that I know I shouldn’t open. 
It’s the decent thing: when you’re spending time inside 
someone else’s consciousness, you don’t open closed 
things. The neuro-link grants you access, but the privacy 
agreement spells out the consequences of abusing it.
This door is distracting though. I see it in stray moments, 
when he pushes off the couch to get more wine, or when 
I talk about my graphic design work. It is a dark wooden 
door recessed in a plain white wall, with a shining 
chrome handle and a single lock. So it’s not that secure, 
but maybe he’s the trusting kind.
“Mia?” he touches my shoulder and the door melts into 
a living room. It is plush and cosy, with soft lighting, 
mood music and a sofa you sink into when you sit down. I 
wonder if this is really what his place looks like. He hands 
me a large glass of Shiraz and sits down. There is a halo of 
heat where his knee almost, almost touches mine. 
“Where were you just now?”
Jack takes a sip of his wine and grins. There is a spark in 
his eye and mischief to his smile. He smooths back hair 
so black it looks blue when it catches a glimmer of light, 
before softly laying his fingertips on the back of my hand. 
He brushes slowly, lightly, causing the hairs on my arm to 
raise and a frisson to fizz through me. 
He laughs. “Come on, tell me?”
Again, the door flashes. The smile that had been growing 
falters. For a moment the world feels like it’s tilting, but 
they said that could happen from time to time. Everything 
else is almost perfect. The wine tastes almost right. 
The glass in my hand feels almost real if ever so slightly 
unbalanced like it will tip when I put it down. He watches 
me try and smiles when there is just a brief, tiny wobble.
“Still feels weird, right?” he says. 
“Is it that obvious?” I laugh. 
“I can spot a noob when I see one.”
“Oh, so how many of these have you done?”
He laughs and interlaces his fingers with mine. His head 
dips down, and he places a soft, brief kiss on my wrist. 
“That’s one...”
Another kiss, up my forearm. “Two...” Then another and 
another. 
We lose count around my neck.

After our fourth date, I get a call from my sister. She’s 
curious, wondering if she should sign up too. 

“It’s weird, Jen. Maybe too weird.”
“Oh come on, Mia. You were practically glowing in the 
family Zoom last night. You’re not that into weird. You 
must be into him.”
I am. I am so into him it’s starting to hurt. But still, 
whenever I think of Jack, the image of the door is right 
there too, like a shadow squirming out of the light. Since 
the other night, the door started rattling while we were 
together. There are sounds too. First, it’s a small, low 
scuffling, and for a fleeting second, I think I see shadows 
moving under the door. Then it shakes, and there’s a low, 
keening sound, like someone trying too hard not to cry. 
“Mi?”
“Hmm?”
“Where were you just now?”
“Nowhere -”
“Can you - did you just pop into him?”
I burst out laughing. Jen, after a moment, realises how it 
sounded and starts giggling. 
“It doesn’t work like that, Jen. Can you imagine just 
popping into someone’s mind, unannounced?”
“But tell meeee. How does it work?”
“I don’t know! You flip on the neuro-link and then you’re 
just... there.”
“But Mi -”
“I’ve got to go.”
I snap the laptop shut and listen for the sound that made 
my hair stand on end. Nothing moves in my tiny flat. I 
scan from the bright yellow micro-kitchen to the desk, 
where the day’s work spilling onto the carpet. 
But there! A scuffling, right outside my door. There are 
shadows under the lip. There’s no knock, but slowly, the 
knob starts to squeal as it’s turned from the outside. 
“Who’s there?”
I scramble to the wall next to the door and press my ear 
against it. Jen told me to get the security system, but the 
three locks crusting the handle seemed overkill already. 
The knob meets the end of its give. The door rattles. 
“Who are you?”
It grows still. After what feels like forever, a large envelope 
pushes in under the wood. I snatch it up and rip open the 
seal, sanitization sequences forgotten. Inside, there are 
three blown-up photos. One shows the inside of my flat, 
pristine like it hasn’t been since I had a real-life visitor. 
Another shows me and Jack, kissing on the creamy couch 
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in his lounge. But when I flip to the third, I drop them all 
like they burnt my fingers. They float to the carpet, the 
last one face-up, dark chasm staring. 
I seize the envelope and shake it out. I flip each photo 
in search of a note, but there’s nothing. No clue. After a 
while, I arrange them on my desk, side by side.
The last photo shows Jack’s mind door, with a key in the 
lock. 

It’s Valentine’s Day, and I’m hoping for my chance. Jack’s 
bed is covered in rose petals, and candles float on every 
flat surface. The petals don’t smell exactly right, but they 
sent error notifications a few hours ago. It should be fixed 
by Tuesday. In the meantime, Jack uses one soft, velvety 
petal to brush a gentle line from my elbow to my ear. 
Afterwards, we lie in a tangle of cotton sheets, petals 
clinging to our skin. I peel one from his chest and flick 
it away. He brushes the hair from my face and blinks 
sleepily. Almost there...
“Long day?” He’s usually smooth and baby-faced, but 
today a creep of stubble bruises over his jaw.
“Hmm?” his eyes dip as a lazy smile spreads. “Oh, yeah. 
Psycho-ex was giving me trouble. All good now.”
He squeezes my arm but the grip weakens and his eyes 
close. The door flashes. 
I nudge him. 
“They told us not to fall asleep in here.”
“Hmm?” his eyes flutter open. “I wasn’t sleeping.”
But when his eyes close again, the whole room melts and 
I find myself physically standing in front of the door. The 
soft, even sound of breathing echoes up and down the 
empty corridor. This is why you shouldn’t fall asleep: 
once you’re out, whoever’s in here with you can do 
whatever they want.
“Jack?” I whisper, but the breathing continues. I steel 
myself. The key shines in the bright light.
But just as I reach for the door, it bangs. I shrink back 
against the wall and the air wheezes out of me like I’ve 
been punched in the gut. A shadow is moving under the 
door, which starts to rattle. 
I scramble back up and hold my ear as close as I can 
without touching the wood. There’s the keening. The 
scuffling.
“Who are you?” I whisper. The door rattles so hard I think 
it would splinter. “Please, what’s happening?”
Just as suddenly as it started, the sound stops. The door 
stops. Everything becomes still except for the even, deep 
breaths of Jack, sweeping up and down the white hallway 
like a pendulum. 
“Hello?” 
Without thinking, I press my ear to the wood and find my 
hand on the key. 
It turns. The door swings open.

I scream. 

His hair is matted with blood that seeps into my rainbow 
comforter. His eyes are icy blue and staring at my kitchen, 
staring dead ahead. 
But Jack’s fingers twitch. His eyes snap to mine. He 
gurgles, and I rush forward, sobbing, scrambling. There’s 
a gash tearing into his throat. It bubbles. The blood is hot 
against my fingers. He can barely breathe, but still, he’s 
trying to speak. 
“Stop! Shh - hold on!”
His eyes dart from the door to my face. The blood won’t 
stop - how can there be so much blood?
“Why?” the word bubbles, speckling my hands with a fine 
spray of blood. It’s barely audible over my own sobbing. 
My keening. 
I stop abruptly and let him go. 
The sound I just made - the keening. It’s the same sound I 
heard behind the door. The sounds that convinced me to 
open it. 
“Why?” he gurgles, louder now. The blood bubbles and 
froths.  
He reaches, fingers twitching, to the door.
I try to sever the neuro-link, to make myself wake up 
in my real apartment, with my real things and my real 
isolation. 
But the switch in my head is dead. When I open my eyes, 
he is staring at the door. His eyes bulging, his mouth is 
curling around a hacking scream.
Hands close on my arms. Breath burns in my ear. 
“Why?” Jack whispers. “Why did you think this door only 
has one lock?”

End
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Love Machine Repairman
Neil Willcox

The outer door recognised him and let him straight 
through. He could hear the quiet tone that was supposed 
to alert the occupants.

He could hear it over their raised voices. They seemed to 
have missed it, distracted by whatever excited them.
The inner door made him wait a moment as it chimed 
twice. Then, still ignored by those within, it slid silently 
open. He hefted his bag and stepped inside.

“If you’d asked I would have told you. You remember 
when we were planning the wedding, I got out all my files, 
all my documents, made you copies for the arrangements. 
You could have looked for yourself!” The voice slid down 
the hallway, skidding on the wooden floor, bouncing off 
the white walls and the neat table with masks, gloves and 
hats on top, boots underneath.

He made a throat-clearing noise. No one seemed to 
notice. “How am I supposed to know? Your medical file is 
hundreds of pages, and to work through the implications 
would be thousands more. I trusted the compatibility 
algorithm.”

He walked forward deliberately making noise with his 
feet. The voices continued to be uninterested in him as he 
approached the doorway.

“Oh so now you trust the authorities, and blame me 
instead. How could I know the space situation would 
spiral out of control? None of us thought there would be 
a draft!”

“Oh, so who trusts the authorities... who the hell are you?”
“Bob Stark. Repairman. Your unit has stopped working 
and is under warranty.” He didn’t hold his hand out. 
People didn’t like to touch the ceramic and metal 
construct, even if they were in the habit of shaking hands 
with the maintenance man.

She was tall, thin, a blue cast to her pale skin and dark 
eyes. He was shorter, almost as broad as tall, red colouring 
all over. The kitchen was very old-fashioned; stove, 
climate-controlled food storage, even a sink.

“Oh, the home heart,” he said. His face was calm. 
The repairman could not detect even the slightest 
perturbation in his expression. “Yes, of course.”

She smiled and it did not convince. “Is it that time 
already? Goodness me. And we were distracted, didn’t 
hear you arrive. Let me show you.”

His senses were sharp enough that he could tell where 
it was. Even on standby he could feel the echoes. The 
Relationship Manager was its official name, the central 
server that kept the household running and supplied, 
sending information and fluid to where it was needed. He 
let her guide him to a cupboard almost out of sight.
“Will you be long?,” she asked blandly. If he could tell 
that much from remote readings he would not need to be 
there.

“I’ll try not to disturb you,” he said and put down the bag 
and opened the cupboard.
She took the hint and left him, the two going through 
a door the house schematic suggested led to the living 
room.

There were tools in the bag. He did not use them. The 
command module responded to his maintenance codes, 
popping open a panel. He scanned the indicators which 
told him nothing much, they were there for users who 
insisted on monitoring the device. He plugged in.

They had not closed the door and his hearing was 
startlingly acute. A useful skill for working on the 
machines, it could lead to overhearing embarrassing 
conversations.

“No one in my family has expressed the superluminal 
gene. No star-travellers for six generations.”
The diagnostics ran. There were power and air, water and 
organic feedstock. No blockages. The central controller 
was receiving and transmitting. 

If it was easy then he would not have to make a house call.
“But you knew it was in the genome. The possibility of 
it appearing in our children – and there was always the 
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chance the authorities would restart conscription...”

He traced the responses through each subsystem. How 
they reacted when he provided stimuli, most within 
normal parameters, some outside.

“I always wanted children. And you did too. We agreed. 
We agreed to take on all the risks, all the difficulties, 
everything together. Would you have...”

The overflow valve claimed the out-pipe was blocked. 
The monitor on the pipe itself was nominal. There was a 
contradiction.

“I needed to know. So we could be prepared. To have it 
sprung on me like this. On our child.”

The contradiction should have been resolved by the 
central controller. It failed, unable to make a decision, and 
simply stopped. It did not even call for help. An outside 
server, noting that it did not check-in, had raised the issue.
“I didn’t know for sure. I never paid attention. I knew that 
they could draft someone with the right genetic markers. 
But I never thought it would happen.”

The only way to resolve it was to take a look for himself. 
He gave a command and his fingertip undocked, entering 
the inspection tube, heading for the over-flow valve while 
he searched the central controller for contradictions in 
the code.

“There was that case, it went to the Procurator’s court. 
It dominated the news! Ah, you weren’t interested. It 
did not occur to you to pay attention. That they were 
conscripting unborn children into the fleet as navigators.”
The central controller had missed an update, interrupted 
by the power fluctuations a week back when the hundred 
ship launch overwhelmed the grid. It should have caught 
up again but somehow the checklist had been ticked as 
complete. He prepared a code adjustment. Before re-
writing he would finish his investigation, ensuring that 
the data was complete and not require more changes.

“It seemed so... it seemed so distant. It didn’t affect us. Of 
course, taking children is bad, but how else are starships 
to protect us? What would become of... ah.”

The finger drone had wormed its way to the valve. A little 
greasy, nothing that a regular cleaning cycle would not 
deal with. It made its way through.

There was silence from the other room. Not that he had 
been paying close attention to the conversation. It seemed 
quite personal.

There was a blockage. Something unexpected had been 
received by the machine and rejected. In the out pipe, it 
had congealed. The machine should have been able to 
handle it, or at least recognise it. It was not a difficulty that 
could not be overcome.

Yet a chance confluence of events had caused it to fail. The 
machine simply stalled. It had no way to understand what 
had occurred and so could not move on.

The update would deal with it. All the pieces were there. It 
could resolve itself.

“It’s still an early stage. They have to do more, a complete 
scan, the tachyon test. They might not be suitable, and 
we’re worrying over nothing.”

The repairman was here, he would give it a push. The 
finger drone used a burst of sound waves to loosen the 
blockage. Then it slipped out the way, back through the 
inspection tubes as he manually set a cleansing cycle in 
action.

“If it happens. If they take our child. How will I cope?”

The update went through. He paused for one moment. 
He had gone through the checklist. Was there anything 
else? He lifted his other hand and raised his head, gave the 
machine a pat and took it out of standby. It hummed for a 
moment then began to work.

“We can do this. We can do it together. You and me, 
we can stand it if we have to. Remember? We’re strong 
enough as long as we’re together.”

All back in working order. He ran one last diagnostic 
though he knew everything was fine then withdrew his 
hand and picked up the bag.

“You’re right. I know I can face it if....”

“Hello,” said the repairman in plenty of time before he 
reached the door. He did not want them to think he was 
intruding. “Just to let you know that I’ve completed my 
job and the machine is running again. Your household 
should be in full working order.”
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They were standing close, hands touching as they turned 
to him, the room comfortable in shades of blue, a few 
scattered cushions and slates that made it look lived in. 
“Is there anything I need to...” said the man, making the 
archaic writing gesture that still indicated a bill to be 
signed.

“It should be in working order now, allowing you to 
live your lives here uninterrupted. There will be some 
adjustments in the next few days, to make the unit more 
resilient. There have been some unexpected shocks to the 
system recently – I’m sure you’re aware of them.”

The woman nodded, aware that under other 
circumstances she would be concerned but distracted by 
their own troubles. “How much do we...”

The repairman smiled slightly. “Do not worry about that. 
It is my pleasure to relieve you of the problem. Courtesy 
of the Home Heart Corporation.”
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Horror

Naomi Haeger
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Blue Lines
Cecilia Kennedy

Trigger Warning: Home invasion/severed arm/some blood

A severed arm—on the floor, in front of the bookcase—
remains. I’ve just left it there. I walk past it sometimes and 
stare. It gives me the chills, the way the tendons just dangle 
from the severed part. The cut is rather clean, otherwise. 
Perhaps it’s slanted a bit—I’m not a professional when it 
comes to these things, but I think I can spot a semblance 
of mastery in this act. 
 “You can’t just leave it there,” Kyle says.
 “I don’t want to pick it up,” I say.
If I pick it up, that will be the end.

#
 In a pretentious coffee house, I attempt to write 
in a notebook. I need a character. Names are the hardest. 
I look for them in ordinary objects—the names of which I 
splice together to come up with something original. I only 
come up with Dr. Corkwine, which I write down. Then, 
I tear it from my notebook, crumple it into a ball, and 
attempt to throw it into the trashcan. I miss. I hit someone 
else instead. A man, I think. He’s wearing a business suit. 
His hair is blond or black; it doesn’t matter. What does 
matter is that he turns around. It also kind of matters that 
he looks angry.
 “You missed,” he says.
 “Yep, yep I did. You gonna’ pick that up?”
He hesitates.
 “Isn’t that your job? You made the mess.”
 “But then, I tagged you. You’re it. Pick it up.”
He uncrumples the paper and reads what I’ve written on 
it, in big scrawling letters: Dr Corkwine. He takes out 
a pen and writes, “My name is Kyle. Never call me Dr 
Corkwine.” He hands the paper to me, and I kind of like 
him now. Kyle is a better name than Dr Corkwine. I write 
my phone number at the top. He punches the number 
into his cell and then pushes the paper back onto the 
floor. A message pops up on my phone: I know where we 
can get a beer.
As we leave the coffee shop, Kyle’s foot grazes the 
crumpled paper on the floor when he lifts his foot again, 
and I swear that I see, momentarily, a flash of blue 
notebook lines clinging to the cuff of his pants leg. 

#
 At the restaurant, we order beers. He likes stouts. 
I like pilsners. I write these things down. I decide that 
these things matter, but I’m being capricious. He tells me 
he’s a forensics accountant. I find this exciting—really 
exciting. I write that down too, and his features become 
more distinct.
 “Do you think you could stop writing in your 
notebook for a moment?” he asks.
I look up, and he cups my face in his hands. I think I might 
lose it. Kyle, the forensics accountant, is cupping my face 
in his hands. Then, he takes the notebook from my hands; 
blue lines from the paper rub onto his fingertips. He pulls 
me in, and we kiss. 

#
 The neighbour across the street coughs loudly 
on the front porch. The house that Kyle and I live in is 
inconspicuous. It’s painted light grey with white trim, and 
when the skies grow dark, the house blends in.
 Our favourite place to sit and talk is in the den, 
which is lined with bookshelves and Kyle’s collection of 
machetes. I found out about this collection on our third 
date, and I’d asked him about them.
“A forensics accountant needs a hobby,” he’d said.
Indeed. A forensics accountant did need a hobby, and 
so did I. I asked Kyle how to use a machete one day. 
Now, we go to machete practice every day in the woods 
in our neighbourhood. We can slice away at limbs and 
thorny things for hours. At first, I wanted to grip the 
machete tightly, but Kyle told me that I’d develop painful 
blisters that way, so he taught me a “pinch grip” method, 
by which, the thumb and forefinger hold the machete 
loosely. Now, I can swing the blade and flick it with my 
wrist right at the height of the arc. 
Sometimes, as we’re flicking our machetes at vegetation, 
he mentions the scraps of notebook paper I leave 
everywhere. 
 “Where do the details go?” he asks. “The details 
about my shower habits—the size of my feet which, by 
the way, I know is a euphemism for the size of something 
else.”
Kyle has a way of making me blush.
 “Well,” I tell him. “They stay here, on the paper, 
and then—they compress or something and become 
more solid. It’s as if I could pack the walls with them, and 
they’d harden around me—and that wouldn’t be so bad.”

#
 “Shhh...Stay back from the window,” Kyle says to 
me while holding the curtain back. He has binoculars, 
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and he’s watching the couple across the street.
 “What’s going on?”
 “That’s the guy,” Kyle says. “The one I’ve been 
investigating. He lives right across the street from us.”
 The man who lives across the street from us is the 
CEO of a major corporation.
 “My God! Does he know that you’re a part of the 
investigation?”
Before I moved in with Kyle, he’d been investigating a 
series of fraudulent transactions that the man across 
the street had ordered. The man across the street—Fred 
Morgan—was creating false asset valuations by ordering 
assets to be increased in exchange for loans he was not 
entitled to. The way Kyle puts it, he was “adding extra 0s 
onto certain appraisal values.”
 “What do you think he’d do if he found out?”
 “These guys—they don’t go down easily—they 
hire hitmen or set the house on fire in the middle of the 
night.”
I look over at Kyle’s machete collection, and I decide to 
keep one of the machetes near my bed at all times.

#
 Someone knocks over chairs and tables—throws 
objects—glass breaks. I picture Fred Morgan in our 
den, a cigarette hanging out of his mouth, his pasty skin 
glistening with desperation. I imagine that he’s looking for 
some kind of file or document to shred. Next to me, on 
the other side of the bed, I hear soft breathing. Kyle sleeps. 
 Reaching for the machete, I work up the nerve 
to creep towards the door. I don’t have a plan—just a 
machete. The pinch-grip that Kyle taught me has been 
tossed to the wind. I’ve got a death grip on it now, except 
my palms are slippery. Throwing open the bedroom 
door, I rush down the stairs with the machete. The sound 
that leaves my throat is one I’ve never heard myself make 
before—and it’s awful. My plan has materialized. I will 
make a sound so awful, that this intruder wants it to end. 
Also, I want to give the impression that I’m completely 
out of my mind.
 “Get-the-hell-out-of-my-house!” I scream.
The man downstairs is not Fred Morgan. This discovery 
makes me angry.
 “Oh, so little Freddy across the street couldn’t do 
this himself? He had to get someone else to do his work?”
The man just stares at me—and I don’t like it. But I’m 
breathing steadier now. Now, I can think. I can think 
about what Kyle taught me.
 The man raises his arm to point at the house 
across the street. He looks like he’s about to say 
something. Just as he opens his mouth, I set my thumb 

and forefinger. Raising the machete, I flick my wrist, right 
when the blade reaches the height of its arc, and I come 
down at an angle. The man’s arm sounds like a cantaloupe 
hitting the floor. Ribbons of blood pour from the stump, 
but, with his other arm, he reaches for the door and 
leaves. Throughout all of this, Kyle has slept. I’m able 
to pick up the house and put the objects back into their 
place. But I leave the severed arm on the floor and think 
about what I have: Kyle and this house and how, for now, 
we’re safe and alive.

#
 When Kyle finally does come downstairs, he 
looks pale, translucent. Already, I feel like I’m losing him. 
If anything changes—or if I change anything—I could 
lose him as I know him right now—and forever. 
 “Are you going to pick that up?” he asks when he 
sees the severed arm on the floor. He doesn’t bother to ask 
how it got there. He probably already knows. His thoughts 
have slowly become mine.
 “No. Never. It stays.”
 “Let me see your hands.”
And when I offer my hands to Kyle, I see in them thin, 
straight lines, running through in a light shade of blue. 
The lines also run through his hands and connect with 
the floors and the walls—where all of the crumpled pieces 
of paper have collected—and I’d rather die than change 
anything.
 “Don’t move,” I tell him. “Stay where you are.”
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No Happy Endings
Richard LeDue

The zombie apocalypse was as predictable as you’d expect. It was like no one ever watched a zombie movie before. 
The President called in the army, they got overrun, turned into zombies. The cities proved to be the worse places 
to be because of the number of potential zombies. Some people thought the zombie plague was a conspiracy to 
make them buy life insurance so they refused to do anything the government suggested. Some of those same people 
just stayed in their homes and were eventually overrun. Others went as far as to start protests against the undead 
hoards, only to be eaten alive as they yelled about their rights. Different branches of government couldn’t even 
agree with each other, so that lead to further chaos. All that was missing, was some guy waking up from his coma, 
only to stumble around looking for his family.
   Vincent had lived in that neighbourhood for six years when the end of the world happened. He lived 
alone, and as far as anyone could tell, never had a girlfriend. He mostly kept to himself, but no one complained 
because he mowed his grass regularly. Vincent and George might have had five conversations in their entire time 
as neighbours. That changed when Vincent smashed a zombie’s skull with a crowbar after it attacked George and 
his wife. She was bitten. They had nothing to go on except the movies and TV shows, so they assumed she was 
doomed. They were right but never expected she’d turn in just ten minutes. Vincent caved in her skull with his 
crowbar before George could fully process what was happening. They ended up in George’s house, taking stock of 
what supplies they had.
 Neither George nor Vincent owned any guns. George and his wife ate healthily, so they had very little 
canned goods. Almost all of the food in their fridge would be spoiled within a week. Vincent made the decision 
that they should return to his house because he had more food. George just followed. He knew he was in shock, 
and didn’t try to fight it. When he woke up the next day, he barely remembered how he got there and hoped he 
had gotten so drunk the night before that he blacked out. When Vincent entered his room with a plate of toast, he 
couldn’t deny the apocalypse.
   “There’s enough out there that we’re going to have to fight our way out,” said Vincent. “I just have the one 
crowbar. Eat something.”
 “Where are we going to go?”
 “I don’t know. The TV said something about trying to get to your nearest hospital. My car has a full tank of 
gas, so we just have to get to it.”
 “My God, Janet is still out there...”
 “George, I’m sorry...”
 There were a few minutes of silence until George began to speak again.
 “Any zombie movie or show I watched, makes the world look awful after the zombies take over. What are 
we going to do? Go live in a mall or a prison, hoping other people don’t show up and try to kill us? Or kill people 
over a can of beans? Always worrying about who might murder you in your sleep to have whatever we have in our 
backpacks? The government had a hard time containing the Covid pandemic a couple of years ago, so how are they 
going to handle this? I think I want to go out on my terms.”
 “Are you talking about killing ourselves? That’s an awful extreme reaction. For all we know, this could be 
over in a month.”
 “Give it a week, and if there’s more and more out there everyday, I think we have our answer.”

Trigger Warning: Some violence and suicide mentions
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 “I don’t even know how we’d do it, I don’t have any weapons or drugs we could use,” Vincent heard himself 
say those words, but it didn’t sound like his voice. He felt almost like he was watching the conversation now. 
 Next to the front door was the crowbar he had used yesterday was stained with blood, specs of brain and 
bone. He had tried not to look at it, but now it was all he could think about as they kept talking. 

 Five days after the outbreak, the TV broadcasts stopped and a day later the power went out. Ten days later, 
they had decided they wouldn’t run. The backyard was clear enough that they could attempt an escape. However, 
there were hundreds of zombies in the front yard now. It was like they knew people were in the house. They never 
banged or tried to get in, but stood in clusters on the front lawn, waiting. Their moans were the worse at night. 
It sounded liked the whole world was in pain, dying slowly. A lot of them were former neighbours, which only 
strengthened George’s conviction about what they should do. 
 “See, that’s what’s in store for us out there,” he’d say in between bites during a meal. “Why let them decide 
how we die? We should take control of the situation, as much as we can. There are no happy endings here.”
 George had started to repeat himself each day. 
 Vincent understood George’s logic, and also didn’t want to run off by himself. Before the zombies, he 
didn’t think about dying alone. Now, it was a thought always whispering in the back of his mind. The one serious 
relationship he had seven years before, now haunted picture frames buried inside boxes in his closet. The brother 
he stopped talking to because of their father’s will, just another spectre that wouldn’t leave him alone at night. 
Even all those times he told his co-workers he was busy after work when he wasn’t banged around his mind like a 
bored poltergeist. The thought of having someone with him as he stopped living, started to alleviate the ghosts that 
haunted him. Vincent began to believe that not dying alone was all they had left in this new world. 
 Vincent and George decided they would intentionally infect themselves with the zombie virus. That way, 
they would continue existing in some way. Neither had any strong beliefs in God, so they both figured this was the 
closest they would ever get to an afterlife. Their plan was to grab a stray zombie in the backyard and let it bit each 
of them, and then they would run back into the house and wait. They couldn’t risk confronting a horde that might 
tear them apart before they turn.
 After two days, the zombies were spread out enough in the backyard so they could safely go out there 
without being swarmed. A single zombie stood by Vincent’s barbeque on the back step. It wasn’t a former 
neighbour. They opened the back patio doors slowly. George grabbed it from behind, in a choke-hold, allowing its 
mouth to taste his lower arm. As George jumped back, Vincent copied what he did. The bite didn’t seem to bother 
him as much as George. 
 They were both back inside a minute later. George sat on the floor, staring at the wound on his arm. 
Vincent pulled over a kitchen chair and sat about three feet from George. The barbecue zombie outside banged on 
the patio door a couple of times but gave up after a few minutes.  
 “This is the most pain I’ve ever felt in my life,” said George, “I can feel it burning all the way through my 
veins. My stomach feels like I’m going to throw up. Is it hot in here?”
 “It seems to be hitting you worse than me. I thought this would hurt more.” 
 “Maybe we should go in separate rooms in case we don’t turn at the same time.”
 “No, you don’t look like you’d make the trip. It shouldn’t be long now anyway.”
 “I hope I don’t do anything stupid when I come back.”
 “Like what?”
 “I don’t know...” 
 Vincent’s appearance had changed over the last minute. He was paler than before and seemed to have 
stopped listening. George was sure they would turn at any moment, yet he still felt about the same. He rubbed his 
eyes and waited. Seven minutes passed.
 “Vincent? I don’t know if this is working the way it was supposed to. My arm still hurts though. Vincent?”
 The zombie that Vincent became reached out and fell out of his chair on top of George. If George had both 
arms at full strength, he could have pushed the zombie off. However, only one good arm wasn’t enough. The bite on 
his shoulder hit mostly bone, even chipped some of Vincent’s teeth. The second bite got his other arm. The third 
bite hurt the most- teeth ripping open the left side of his stomach. The copper smell of blood ruined the air. George 
thought he’d be dead by now, but there was a forth, fifth and sixth bites before he could feel himself going limp. 
George’s corpse would never get up.
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